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TRANSCRIPTION

[00:01]
TW:

Today is Friday, April 29, 2022. My name is Todd Welch from the Merrill-Cazier Library Special
Collections and Archives. This afternoon, I am interviewing Jeanne Davidson, Associate Dean
for Instruction, Collections, and Patron Services at the Merrill-Cazier Library. This is another oral
history interview for the Covid Collection project.
Good afternoon, Ms. Davidson

JD:

Good afternoon.

TW:

So when did you start your career at Utah State University, and what are the various positions you
served in during your USU [Utah State University] career?

JD:

So I started at USU [Utah State University] in February of 2018. I came here as the Associate
Dean over Instruction, Collections, and Patron Services. So my duties have basically been the
same since I got here of overseeing the Patron Services unit (mostly circulation), overseeing the
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Learning and Engagement Services unit, and overseeing Collection Management and Resource
Sharing units.
TW:

And what’s the level of staffing for those three different units?

JD:

There’s about 30 faculty and staff altogether in those units. Patron Services has six staff, I think,
including the unit head. CMRS [Collection Management and Resource Sharing] has somewhere
in the neighborhood of eight or nine staff and faculty. And then Learning Engagement Services
has about 14 primarily faculty, but a few staff.

TW:

And prior to Covid, so let’s say the 2018-2019 academic year, ballpark it, but how many
stakeholders do you think you served annually in those three units?

[01:59]
JD:

Patron Services is over the work of keeping the building open. In 2018-2019, I think we probably
had somewhere in the neighborhood of between 250,000 and 500,000 people come through the
door. The Collection Management Resource Sharing unit’s work is actually measured more in
dollars, and we have a budget of somewhere approaching five-plus million dollars that they deal
with on an annual basis. In terms of resources for patrons, the resource sharing part of that unit
supplies resources from other libraries to our library patrons, as well as supplying our materials to
other libraries. To be honest, I don’t know exactly what their numbers are. They are fairly
substantial. And then the Learning and Engagement Services unit does instruction for all of the
English 2010 courses. They do instruction in-person for the departments that they are liaisons for.
They do a lot of different kinds of outreach activities like Day on the Quad that they organize.
They staff our information desk and do individual consultations with students and faculty. The
librarians individually probably do somewhere in the neighborhood of between 40 and 150
consultations a year, depending on…

[04:04]
TW:

Each.

JD:

Each, depending on what their subject liaison areas are.

TW:

So in the academic year of 2019-2020, what were some of the major initiatives or projects within
the Division of Library Instruction and Collections and Patron Services were on the radar?

JD:

Patron Services, I think, was looking at the building. We were getting new furniture. We had new
furniture installed in the summer of 2019, right before Covid started. So the students were just
getting acquainted with it. We were looking at what other kinds of building projects we might
need to be working on and dealing with. We were looking at areas in the Collection that maybe
needed weeding, some of those kinds of projects. The Learning Engagement Services, basically
they do a lot of looking at what kinds of instruction services they are providing and how well
those are working, so they do a lot of instructional assessment. They do a lot of work with faculty
in terms of, for example, the assignment design charettes that happen on an annual basis. They
were starting to look into what kinds of services should we be providing to graduate students and
thinking about do we want to do more there. We had just done a rearrangement of the liaison
program in terms of who served as a liaison and what their responsibilities are..

[06:01]
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Prior to 2019, the liaisons included faculty from across the library, and in late 2019 we moved
nearly all the liaison assignments into LES [Learning Engagement Services] so that unit was the
primary liaison provider. And then in Collection Management and Resource Sharing, we had a
couple of large publisher deals that we needed to renew, so we were just completing a couple of
those and we knew there were a couple more that were going to be coming up within the next
year or so.
TW:

So late 2019, early 2020, the international/national news started discussing a virus that actually
originated in China, but had soon permeated to other countries around the world and had actually
arrived in the United States in late January of 2020. Discussions soon spread to the state of Utah
and I know that upper management at Utah State University started having discussions about
what this all meant as far as a possible outbreak of this virus here at Utah State University and at
the statewide campuses. What do you remember about some of the initial discussions that the
library had about how this may affect library operations and how it could affect your division of
Instruction, Collections, and Patron Services?

JD:

I think there were lots of discussions about wondering what was going to happen with the
building, in terms of whether it was going to stay open, whether it was going to close, and for
how long. You know, what sort of a duration were we talking about? I think Learning and
Engagement Services was concerned about what their instruction was going to look like.

[08:01]
You know, what’s going to change? I don’t know that Collections necessarily started thinking a
whole lot about it, other than how it might impact their staff. And I think there was always the
kind of discrepancy between what are we doing for staff and what are we doing for patrons. And
I’ll talk more about that as we proceed.
TW:

So I know that President [Noelle] Cockett formed a Covid task force. They soon started an action
committee and a stabilization committee and started really working on what exactly the
university’s formal responses were going to be in a slew of different areas. But the decision was
made, about March 13 of 2020, that classes that were going on at the first half of spring of 2020
were going to move to remote. What did that look like as far as the library management team’s
discussions about what the library was going to do for the second half of that semester?

JD:

I think there was initially a lot of question about, Okay, how long is this going to last? Because I
think everybody thought it was going to be over way quicker than it ever was. Well, one of the
big impacts when the library went remote for Learning and Engagement Services, in particular,
was several of the liaisons were very involved with CIDI [Center for Instructional Design and
Innovation] in terms of helping faculty move their courses online. Our librarians have a certain
facility with that because a lot of our instruction ends up embedded in campus courses anyway.

[10:01]
And so I know several of our librarians did a significant amount of work for CIDI, helping faculty
move their instruction online and to help them look at what the opportunities were and how do
that. I think Patron Services did a lot in terms of thinking about what are we going to do with the
building? What’s going to be open, what’s going to be closed, how are we going to facilitate the
parts of the building that are open, the parts that are not open, and all that sort of thing. And then
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as we moved along we found out that building access was going to be limited to the first floor.
Our building is configured in such a way that it’s not very easy to close anything off. And so we
did a lot of looking at what kinds of signage can we have, how can we block people from getting
to areas that they’re not supposed to get to. We have study rooms that students use a lot that we
had to close down because the students wouldn’t have access to them. We looked a variety of
other different kinds of building-oriented things just to figure out how we are going to deal with
the building access being so limited. Once we had decided that we were not going to be able to
have the building open, other than in just a few select spots, that raised the whole question of how
are people going to get to our collections including the general collection that’s on second floor,
third floor, and fourth floor, as well as collections like those in Course Reserves, which our
students relied on very heavily when the LMC [Library Media Collection] closed.
[12:01]
So as part of Patron Services, Course Reserves worked very closely with Digital Initiatives to
scan a lot of the things that we knew students were going to need at the end of that semester
because there were a few things there that got pretty heavy use and suddenly it was not going to
be available to people. So we worked with Digital Initiatives to get those scanned and tried to
figure out how to make those available through Canvas. We were trying to figure out how can we
take our collection and make it available to people, so we allowed people to come pick stuff up at
the back door and we had to develop some forms for them to request materials that we owned for
us to either deliver to them or they could pick it up from the back door if they wanted to. So that
required a certain amount of work with LIT [Library Information Technology] and with a variety
of other people to try and sort out what those processes were going to look like. Inter-Library
Loan and Resource Sharing did a lot of work that enabled USU students and faculty to request
materials that we mailed to them or they picked up at the back door.
TW:

So another decision that was made as we closed down to just the first floor was the decision to
move the faculty and the staff to remote work. What were the discussions with the Library
Administration, with your unit heads, with your faculty and the staff, and what steps did you take
to make that come about?

JD:

So those were rather stressful conversations. I think there were a number, particularly of faculty
in my division, who were very unhappy with the university’s decision to keep the library building
open at all.

[14:06]
They really felt like we should, for the safety of everybody involved, we should be closing the
building altogether. So my role obviously ended up being the go-between and trying to explain,
the university’s rationale for why they’re doing what they’re doing. Trying to explain here’s what
it is we’re trying to do and why. We’re trying to continue to provide the support that students
need to be able to finish out their semester. We ended up having to make a lot of changes to our
website about all our various services. So I spent a lot of time working with our Web Services
librarian to gather information about changes to our services and getting those changes on our
website to make sure that people know what they can and cannot do here. That was changing on
probably a weekly basis so just about the time we thought we had it figured out, something would
change from the university or someplace else and we would have to do something different. So
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that was a big thing, just trying to figure out how do we keep our patrons aware of what we can
and cannot do. What was the rest of that question?
TW:

Well, so, did you work with…?

JD:

Each of my units really ended up taking a very different approach to the remote work part. When
LES [Learning and Engagement Services] went remote, the unit head had each of the faculty and
staff in that unit put together a weekly work plan of what they were going to do each week. And
the unit head would look at that and say, Yeah, that looks great, and then they would report on it
the next week.

[16:05]
And so they were pretty organized and systematic about how they approached that. Patron
Services moved a lot of what they were doing to Slack and it was challenging because with the
building open, we still had to have people here. So a lot of the work that was happening for
Patron Services and for the building was being done by students, and the supervision of those
students was being done remotely. The staff were gone, but the student employees were here.
And for the most part, the majority of the work we did with students in that unit was over Slack
and by phone, where if a student had a question, they would send it out on Slack and whoever
was available would respond to it and work it through. Collection Management and Resource
Sharing had a kind of a hybrid one because we did have materials that were still coming in that
we had ordered, that somebody had to gather and process and move them through the acquisitions
process. So we probably had two or three people who were still working in the building for at
least most of that time. Inter-Library Loan had to totally undo some of their services because we
could not easily get to our collections, so we had to let other libraries know that we’re not a
supplier at this time. We also had difficulty getting materials from other libraries. We did,
however, try and come up with a process for us to supply our own books to our own students and
faculty where we could.
[18:05]
I would say in the late summer or early fall of 2020, we had some graduate students in particular
who were very unhappy not being able to get to the library’s collections because their disciplines
were very book-heavy kinds of disciplines and they couldn’t get what they needed particularly
easily. So that was a challenge and that took a lot of finagling, trying to explain not only to the
students but also to their faculty member advisors what conditions we were working under. We
can’t get books from other libraries because those other libraries are closed. We can get you what
we can get you, and that was about the time that we also decided that we were going to push a lot
of our acquisition to electronic books, as opposed to print books. And so we did do a very heavy
push on trying to figure out where could we move print resources to electronic resources.
TW:

Were there discussions with Library Information Technology about checking out computer
equipment, furniture? Was there any internet connectivity issues? Were you working with your
unit heads and some of your faculty and staff to accommodate more remote work
accommodations?

JD:

Oh, yes, definitely. Most of the LES [Learning and Engagement Services] people were already
working with laptops, so theirs was actually a little more straightforward in some ways. It was
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more complicated probably for people like in Carol’s unit [CMRS], where there are specific
things that you have to have on your computer in order to be able to do your work.
[20:05]
I know at least one of Carol’s staff people did not have internet access at that time and so we had
to give her a communication allowance so that she could get her internet access set up and
moving. I think probably just about everybody needed something. LIT [Library Information
Technology] did a yeoman’s work in terms of helping everybody get out of the building,
checking out their equipment, allowing them to take home their office chairs, etc. They worked
with everyone to decide what they needed: Do you need a laptop or a desktop or an extra monitor
or all of those kinds of things. So they did an amazing job in terms of getting all that stuff put
together and orchestrated and helping people move out of the building. Because it was a very
complicated kind of a process. And then they had to try and figure out how are we going to make
sure that the students in circulation have what they need. They had to set up a computer and
phone in the Patron Services enclave for the students who would be answering the phone calls
that would come and different things like that. So, yes, that was a very complicated process that
LIT [Library Information Technology] did a remarkable job with.
TW:

Before we move away from this, was there any work on transcription that your students or some
of your staff did during this period of time?

JD:

Oh, yeah. Circulation in particular has a large student employee contingent and in order to try and
help them have work, because since we were down to one floor of the building we only needed
two people in the building at a time, we had a lot of our students working on transcription-related
stuff.

[22:03]
I think probably fewer of our staff worked on transcription because I think most of them had
other work that they could be doing. And it worked relatively well for them to be doing it
remotely. There was one staff person up in Collection Management who did primarily
transcription because she did not have internet access and did not want to set up internet access.
So she did a lot of transcription work too. And that was another one that was very well organized
and it was a blessing in terms of getting a lot of work done that would not have gotten done
otherwise.
TW:

In those early days, so the spring and early summer, did you have much coordination or
communication with the other Utah State Universities about what they were doing? Were you
sharing what we were doing? You know, I’m just curious if there were any conversations.

JD:

You know, I think some of the unit heads did. The head of Collection Management and Resource
Sharing, who is in charge of the inter-library loan processes, knew what every library in the
country was doing. She needed to for inter-library loan services because our services rely on
libraries all across the country. And so she was reaching out on a regular basis to find out what
other inter-library loan services in particular were doing. There was a maybe a little bit of
reaching out and asking what are other places doing for reference, what are people doing for these
other things, but I think, other than that particular service, I think most of it was pretty much we
did what we felt like we needed to do.
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[24:04]
Other than them coming back to me and saying, “At this other university their whole library is
closed, and so we should be too.” But that was a different thing.
TW:

So I’m curious. So we had moved to remote work arrangements for the faculty and staff, and you
gave different variations on the theme based on the needs and the work of the units and what they
were performing. How did you stay in touch and communicate with your unit heads and your
units during that second half of that spring and over the summer of 2020?

JD:

We used Slack a lot. Slack and email became our go-to things. And, frankly—and I think you’ll
get to this too—Slack is still a primary communication mechanism that we had not used until this
point. Yeah, and Zoom. Zoom meetings and Slack phone calls and keeping up on Slack became
key work processes. People’s different approaches to what they used Slack for was kind of
interesting. LES [Learning and Engagement Services], particularly in those initial days, was
looking at Slack and how to keep their community and their connections to each other. And so
they were sharing the “song of the day” and they were doing a lot of experimenting with
community building kinds of things over Slack. Patron Services, I think, was a little bit more
focused on just making sure the work was getting done. There was a little bit of trying to keep
people’s spirits up and all that sort of stuff.

[26:04]
But theirs was used more for helping the students get up to speed and that sort of thing. CMRS
[Collection Management and Resource Sharing] used Slack a lot. They probably didn’t do the
same level of community building as LES [Learning and Engagement Services] did, but I think
everybody knew that they were relying on Slack and then there was the whole thing of everybody
making sure they knew how to use Zoom and getting Zoom going. I think initially people were
using their own Zoom that had some limitations, Once the university finally got to the point
where they provided the university’s level Zoom, that really helped things a lot because then I
think it was a little bit more consistent in terms of what people had access to and knew what to
do.
TW:

The people I’ve interviewed I think across the board would say that the transition from Webex to
Zoom was truly transformative in its capacity and the ability to be able to communicate not only
with their colleagues within the USU [Utah State University] system, but with the students in the
fall when courses went to a different approach than they had previously. So I completely concur
with those sentiments. So in June of 2020, the decision was made to bring the students back to
campus in Logan. I know this was also true at Price and in Blanding. What kinds of discussions
did the Library Administration and the Dean with the university’s top leadership have about
preparing for the fall of 2020, and what services, what access the library would provide to their
resources to the building?

JD:

We had a lot of conversations about what that was going to look like.

[28:04]
We had to do a lot of thinking about what does social distancing look like in the library. And how
can we keep people safe in this big building? We spent a lot of time working through mask
mandates and social distancing. We ended up taking a look at all of our furniture. We used it as
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an opportunity to get rid of a lot of furniture that we should have gotten rid of probably many
years before. But then we corralled most of our chairs and put them in off limits areas. We roped
them off in different places and determined how many people get to be in this room and here's
how many people get to be in this room and here’s how many people can sit at this table. And put
the chairs there accordingly as a visual signal that this is all you get to have. When we get to
September, it didn’t necessarily work out that way, but this was our plan. I personally spent a lot
of time trying to explain to the faculty in certain areas that the university says we’re doing this, so
we’re going to do this to the best of our abilities. And, yes, I recognize that you all don’t want to
be here, but, you know, that’s the nature of the beast and we need to do that. I’m trying to
remember. I think our Information Desk Services were primarily only through chat for most of
2020-2021. So a lot of the LES [Learning and Engagement Services] faculty and staff continued
to be remote for a goodly bit of that time.
[30:04]
It was mostly as a service to the students and the faculty that we were told we need to let the
students and faculty use our building. If you have faculty who need to be away, they can continue
to work remotely. So certain units had most of their faculty and staff remote and we had other
units where most of their faculty and staff were in person. I know Patron Services did a lot of
looking at staff needs. Given the personality types of the staff in the building, there were some
who were really, really, really worried about coming into the building, and so we were pretty
flexible with them in terms of who got to come in and who could stay away. And doing a lot of
tradeoffs so that we never had lots of staff in the building at the same time, particularly in areas
where the office spaces are small. I know there were people who were very concerned about
having too many people in a small space. We had a lot of conversations about mask-wearing and
what kinds of requirements we could put in place both for our employees as well as for the people
who were using the building. Because we didn’t necessarily know yet the transmission processes
and stuff, we put cleaning stations all over the library. We tried to make it very easy for the users
of our building to find cleaning supplies to wipe things up. We worked closely with the custodial
staff to have them wipe down tables and chairs on a regular basis throughout the day.
[32:05]
And we came up with all sorts of different ways of being able to signal to our patrons that work
stations had been cleaned. We started working with James Morales and his crew on how we were
going to incentivize students to abide by what the university’s policies were, which meant, then, I
guess this was in August, we worked with them to hire a number students to work as “Health
Ambassadors.” James Morales’s group paid for their wages, but we hired them and trained them
and let them know what we were going to be doing. And their whole job was to walk through the
building and to encourage people to put their masks on and to abide by what the policy was. That
was not a very popular job. In some cases, they got a lot of pushback from people who did not
want to be wearing their masks, particularly if they were sitting by themselves and felt like they
were far away from others. And so the enforcement of that particular policy was one that was a
real challenge. We tried all kinds of things. We had incentive coupons that we would hand out to
people, either for Aggie Ice Cream or for coffee somewhere, although those were all closed too.
Anyway, we had incentives that we tried, using a carrot instead of a sticks. It got to the point
where we had to use carrots and sticks.
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[34:03]
So, yeah, that was a challenge. And then, again, keeping our website up to date as to what spaces
are open, what spaces are closed, what services are open, what services are closed, or what
services have changed for whatever reasons. Things just shifted and we needed to make sure that
we had accurate building hours on our website, and those kind of changed up over time too,
depending on what the university was telling us we needed to do, as well as what we thought was
appropriate.
TW:

What about signage? You know, what are we talking about as far as signs around walls, on tables,
on floors? I mean, what did the library do? How did they implement signage to help in the
response to Covid?

JD:

Yeah, so we did a lot of planning with that, too. And some of this came from what we were
reading from CDC and other places in terms of what best practices were. We ended up putting
plexiglass up at all our service points. Sometimes we’d put it up and then we’d realize that it was
not tall enough. So we did it again. We put stickers on the floor indicating six feet for social
distancing. You know, please stay back this far. We tried using directional signage on the
stairways to try and have it so that people were not going up and down the same stairway. That
was more or less, probably more less than more, successful. We also tried putting directional
markings in the stacks to try and help people, go into the stacks in the middle and come out of the
stacks on the outside.

[36:10]
That was another one that I think it was not super successful. All our group study rooms had signs
on the doors that said how many people can be in this room at any given time. We had mask
information in all our group study rooms, as well as all over the library, in the elevator, every
place else, reminding people that you need to wear a mask. Let’s see. We had big sandwich
board-type signs near all the elevators and the entryways. We redid the entryway so that we had
people coming in through the north door and out through the south door. We repurposed our
exhibition panels to make that one-way in and out of our doors. We blocked off access to the café
because the café was closed the whole time. And then I think we did a lot of work in the office
areas trying to figure out how many people should we have in any given office area at any given
time. And that took conversations with Risk Management and conversations with other people on
campus to get a sense of what was needed. So, for example, in Room 154, which is one of our
bigger rooms that gets used by the university, we worked with the classroom support people, and
they came in and they put a sticker at each place where somebody can sit down. And so we were
figuring out occupancies of all of our rooms and figuring out which ones should we just take
offline and not have available at all.
[38:08]
Because of conflicting information about transmission of the virus from physical materials, we
ultimately decided to close our Course Reserves for all of that year, with the idea that if
somebody really needed something that they found in Course Reserves, we would go pull it for
them and they could come pick it up. Nobody really knew what the contagion was off of physical
materials, so we worked out quarantining times between stuff that people were bringing back
before we would put it on the shelf, between the time we acquired something from Amazon or
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wherever we bought it from and when it would go to cataloging. So there were a lot of workflows
of materials that we were also having to look at and figure out, for example, what’s the best way
to quarantine stuff and to basically work through all of these things, not realizing that in reality
there’s not a lot of contagion there, but we didn’t know that for sure.
TW:

Did the occupation of the study rooms change due to Covid?

JD:

We tried to have it changed. We put the max occupancy on all of these and one of the things that
the health ambassadors ended up doing as they were walking around, and frankly our staff too,
whenever we were walking around, one was to remind the people in the group study rooms that if
you’re in a group study room, you need to be wearing a mask, and that you’re only supposed to
have X number of students in the room. And very frequently, we would find more than that, so
we would have to try and tell people, you’re not supposed to have more people in here than that.
Sometimes it was really complicated because people would say, “We’re roommates.

[40:08]
We live together at home. So how come we can’t just study and be in here that way?” So we had
to explain that we have no way of knowing that, so here’s what you need to do. And by the end of
that first year, as we were getting through spring of 2021, our staff and our student employees
were very, very tired of the whole enforcement thing because people were not very
accommodating. There were some people who would actually get very belligerent about having
to wear a mask and were very obnoxious about it. And so our staff and students got really, really
tired of that before they were done. So once we were told you don’t have to enforce this anymore,
everybody was pretty happy.
TW:

So this is a good segue because the state legislature of Utah met for their legislative session in
early 2021 and a couple of laws were passed. One was the lapse of the mandate to wear masks. I
think there was a certain date in the spring when it was not mandatory in public spaces. And the
second one was that all the publicly funded state universities in Utah would offer face to face
courses at a 75% to 80% level of what they had offered in the fall of 2019. And I know that it had
impact with Robert Wagner’s group in Academic and Instructional Services. I know that there
were a lot of discussions with James Morales’s group about what the Student Affairs
programming and events would look like, as far as having some more face to face. What kinds of
impacts did the library experience in that second academic year, which is the current academic
year, of fall 2021, spring 2022?

[42:08]
JD:

I would say that impact probably was more on Learning and Engagement Services than anybody
because they had to try and figure out what their instruction modalities would be. During the
previous year they primarily did their instruction all electronically. They could work with the
faculty member and do remote instruction in whatever way worked for the faculty member. With
that new legislation, they were basically told the faculty and students are going to be able to
choose which way they want to have their instruction or their desk services or whatever. They
spent a lot of time trying to figure out how they were going to provide both in-person and remote
or hybrid instruction. And some of them, I think, were a little bit worried. Actually, most of my
people were pretty worried coming into August of 2021. They had all been largely remote. The
numbers of people in the building over 2020 into spring 2021 had been pretty light so nobody
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really knew what to expect coming into the fall of 2021. There were instances where a couple of
people in the Learning and Engagement Services would really like to have just told their faculty,
that we’re were only going to provide online instruction and that’s all. I had to make it very clear
to them that wasn’t how we’re going to move forward.
[44:08]
That we’re going to do it the way the faculty member wants it. Some things ended up being
online anyway because through conversations with the faculty member, they figured out that
online was an okay way to accomplish what they wanted to accomplish. In other cases such as
with the English 2010, there was a mix of modalities for those classes that ended up continuing to
be online and there were some that were remote and the possibility for some in-person. The
instructors of those classes had different ideas about what they were going to do so the
composition team spent a lot of time working out a variety of different ways for providing the
instruction, both for remote modules and for in-person. They had done a lot of the work to
support remote instruction for the classes in 2020-2021 because all of that instruction ended up
being done online for the English 2010 in that school year. They were a little bit nervous thinking
about coming back to in-person classes. It had been over a year and a half since a lot of them had
provided any in-person instruction, so they were really trying to think through what in-person
instruction looks like in the new setting and what we needed to do in terms of making sure that
the classroom is safe and that everything goes according to plan. The university set up seating
charts within Canvas in classrooms across campus so that they could do contact tracing in the fall.
[46:08]
Because our instruction is usually single sessions and we have multiple classes on the room per
day, we couldn’t use the university’s system for seating charts. So, our instruction coordinator
did the same thing for our library classrooms and came up with a plan for how to do seating
charts for the classes that we were doing in-person and then have those ready in case we needed
to provide it to the contact tracers. I don’t know anybody ever needed one, but they did spend
time trying to figure out how that would work. We also had to get the building back into shape in
the spring, which meant we ended up having to buy a bunch of chairs to be able to fill in for the
ones that we had gotten rid of. We bought about 150 new chairs. We had to get all the furniture
put back into some semblance of what it looked like before, in 2019, so that was a lot of work
because the furniture had just become a jumble from that initial push to get it out of the way for
social distancing. So that was a lot of work, getting all the furniture put back to where it was
supposed to be. At this point, I’d say the Collection Management and Resource Sharing unit was
maybe impacted a little bit less, other than just making sure that people felt safe in their staff
spaces and making sure that everybody had what they needed. This was another point at which
LIT [Library Information Technology] had to do the reverse of what they did before in terms of
helping everybody bring all their stuff back. They came up with a form for making sure that they
could track when people were bringing things back, making sure that everybody’s technology
was back and in good working order, and that everybody had earbuds and webcams and all the
different kinds of stuff that they hadn’t really need when they were working at home.
[48:19]
So, yeah, it was a lot of work preparing for all those things. Library Administration—and this was
something I didn’t mention earlier—but when everybody was leaving in 2020, we basically had
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everybody come up with a depopulation plan that detailed how were we going to get everybody
out of the building and make sure that they had the equipment they needed and we were going to
provide services and how they were all going to work. In the summer of 2021, we essentially did
the opposite, where we had a repopulation plan detailing how are we were going to bring
everybody back and having conversations about what things can we do remotely. What things
really need to be in person? How many people do we need in the building at a given time? How
much time can people work remotely? That ended up starting a lot of the conversations about
telework plans and things like that that the university later put more formal processes in place for.
So, yeah, there was a lot of moving parts, both for getting everybody out as well as getting
everybody back.
TW:

In the two years that the Covid outbreak and subsequent pandemic occurred, did the library at any
point apply for and receive any Covid Cares monies?

JD:

We did. We ended up getting Covid Cares money for—I’m trying to remember what we got
money for…

TW:

For, like, plexiglass or signage?

JD:

Yeah, so we were reimbursed for a number of things, like the plexiglass.

[50:19]
We were reimbursed for the masks that we were providing to the public and all the cleaning
solutions and all of those kinds of expenses. I think we got some Cares money some collections
related stuff too. I’m trying to remember what it was. I think it might have been for some digital
collections that were things that we would have only had in print, and then we were able to get
access to them remotely.
TW:

So in the course of doing these interviews, I talked about Covid as a catalyst for change. It did
definitely, both the response to as well as the impact of Covid, brought about change at this
institution. Can you identify some of the things that you, the Library Administration team, your
units did as far as change because of Covid that will become permanent change? Things that,
moving forward, you could link back to Covid and say, That was the start, but we’re just going to
continue to do it this way. And maybe one or two examples that are going to cease after Covid is
over or after we get over the pandemic that we’re currently in or coming out of that will just not
be, it will return to the way it was before.

JD:

I would say probably one of the biggest things that came out of it was people working remotely
on a regular basis. And I think this kind of compelled the university, too, to come up with a
criteria and a process for how do we determine who can work remotely and who can’t.

[52:19]
We worked very closely with all the unit heads in terms of how to identify who can work
remotely and what are their criteria. What are the expectations we can have? We came up with
things like the kinds of communication practices that we expect if you’re working remotely. I
think just about every unit, other than maybe Circulation and Patron Services, has people who are
working remotely on a semiregular basis. I mean, it might be flexible work, where they have their
work and they’re working their remote work around their in-person work, and I think there are
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some limitations in terms of how much remote work any one person does. But for the most part
we really have given faculty and staff a lot more flexibility in terms of being able to work where
they think they will get the work done best, within reason. And I think our communication has
gotten better, and I suspect that will continue. People are still using Slack a lot for a whole variety
of reasons, sometimes community building, sometimes just getting daily regular day-to-day work
done. I know most units have at least one Slack channel, if not multiples. I am on at least one for
every unit, but I know every unit has a several others that are underneath the surface that I don’t
know about. I think Zoom meetings are probably going to continue and I think that’s one of the
things that gives flexibility to the staff, the capability of being able to touch base with people
remotely.
[54:24]
I think we’re moving back more to having certain kinds of meetings being in person and being
able to “require” people to be available for certain kinds of meetings. I think everybody’s looking
forward to having things like Staff Day, where we can be in-person and do some community
building. And I know my division just this last week had a retreat, which was the first one we’d
had in person for, well, probably since 2019, where we just got together for people to get
reacquainted. There were a number of employees that people had never met because they were
hired during the pandemic, and everybody was working remotely, and there had been no real
occasion for people to meet. So we had a four-hour retreat where people just got to get together to
visit and get to know people that they had not had a chance to meet. I think one of the other things
that is going to continue, we hired a librarian down in Price who is a library faculty member who
is a member of Learning and Engagement Services unit. He's based in Price and so the fact that
we have Zoom meetings and we have Slack and we have ways to engage with him means that he
is a full member of LES [Learning and Engagement Services] even though he is normally down
in Price. In terms of the building and the Patron Services, most of those services have pretty much
gone back to business as usual.
[56:24]
In Collection Management and Resource Sharing telework is the probably the piece there that
people are taking advantage of that’s different. I think with that unit, though, like Patron Services
there’s enough work there that requires people to be in the building so the majority of them are in
person most of the time, but they do have more flexibility. In LES [Learning and Engagement
Services], some of their new instructional practices will continue. They have a lot of online
options for people that they will offer as options to faculty - we can do it this way or we can do it
this way or we can talk about it and do a mixture of both kinds of thing. There’s a lot of different
things that they learned in terms of online pedagogy that they’re trying to apply in whatever way
works best for the faculty that they’re working with.
TW:

How would you engage the mental health of your faculty and staff during the Covid pandemic,
coming out of the pandemic, short-term, long-term?

JD:

That’s a good question because I know all the people found it exhausting. I found it exhausting.
Zoom is not my ideal way of interacting with anybody. I think people are starting to feel a little
bit more back to normal, if you will.

[58:24]
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Particularly in the summer of 2021, people were really worried because they were very concerned
about their safety. They were worried about the safety of the students and the faculty. They were
worried about their family’s safety especially people who had immune-compromised family
members at home. Some of them kind of struggled emotionally knowing they had to come back,
and they also felt like they were very productive when they were away and working remotely. I
think they felt like they had been doing a lot, but some of them had a really hard time
disconnecting from work so were working way more than they probably should have been. So,
trying to help them identify a balance and helping them figure out that it’s okay to disconnect,
and how to do that, helping them be able to take time off and to be able to do the things they
needed for themselves was very important. And giving them permission to step away and giving
them permission to say, “You know what, that doesn’t have to be done right now. That is
something that we can take at a slower pace” was an important part of what we’ve had to deal
with. And I know they’re all still very concerned about workloads for people, making sure that
things are equitable, making sure that we’re not placing undue burden on non-exempt staff and
our student workers. During and immediately post-COVID before everybody came back last fall,
people found it very trying.
[1:00:28]
There were a lot of other things besides Covid that were happening at the same time, particularly
around diversity, equity, and inclusion. I think there were different kinds of accessibility issues
that got highlighted over that year in terms of people with immune disorders or other disabilities.
We had a deaf student who was here that raised the question of the best way to communicate with
them with everybody wearing a mask. We ended up getting some masks that were clear around
the mouth so that if that eventuality comes up on a regular basis desk staff are able to handle it.
Ultimately, they just found it very exhausting. I think they’re starting to come out of it now, but it
took a lot of conversations to reassure people that we were going to do what we can to make sure
that they and our students and our faculty are safe. I think there was a lot of tension and a lot of
pressures between what faculty and staff thought was the right thing to do and what the university
and/or what the state of Utah was telling us we had to do. I think we navigated it pretty well, but
it was trying. When I was thinking about this this morning I was thinking, there was a lot of
pressure on a daily basis. For me as a person in the middle, I felt like I was having to translate
between the university and the staff and bringing messages to and from and not really having any
control over anything. So, yeah, it was a very reactionary time.
[1:02:28]
TW:

What are the biggest lessons learned that you take away from the pandemic?

JD:

Biggest lessons. I think one lesson is that people need to take care of themselves. They need to do
what they need to do to be healthy. I think communication was one of those things that we
learned a lot about, communication during the pandemic. We found a lot of different ways to
communicate with people. I think trying to identify where can we be flexible and where can we
not be flexible are issues that are probably still works in progress as we’re working through things
post-pandemic. I guess it’s one of those things that we can reassure ourselves that we can get
through this. One of the things that I think the library as a whole tried to do, particularly as we
were coming back and when vaccines were just getting going, was trying to help people identify
what was real information related to the pandemic and what was just stuff that was out there, and
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helping people to identify what is real and what is just people either fearmongering or just making
stuff up and putting it out there.
[1:04:28]
And where they should be going to get really good information and information that was going to
be reliable. For the most part I think we did a pretty good job of that, both with our signage and
with some of the other things that we posted around the library or on our website.
TW:

Is there anything else you’d like to add about your or your units’ experiences with the Covid
pandemic?

JD:

I don’t think so, other than I’m hoping we’re getting close to the end. You know, fingers crossed
and all that. It was exhausting. I mean, I think that is kind of one of the major takeaways I had
was that it was just very exhausting. And I like in-person meetings.

TW:

Ms. Davidson, I would like to thank you for your time this afternoon, discussing your experiences
with the Covid pandemic at Utah State University.

[End recording – 1:05:45]
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